
 

 

 

Turbo Charging Innovation in Your Organisation. 
 

Facilitated by Anton Kriz this one-day face to face workshop will be a catalyst in setting the 

foundation for your future in innovation and how to lead and foster it in your organisation. An action 

learning approach will be used with you having the opportunity of playing with your own innovation 

project and working it through to a next-level solution. The one-day workshop will be broken up into 

the following five key steps: 

 

Step 1 - Starts with an introduction to the action learning and development process and the 

essentials for understanding organisational innovation. A key activity will be to review your own 

business model and understand its ideal configuration to drive innovation. 

Step 2 - Through a design thinking exercise you will then be in a position to take an innovation 

problem (project) and start framing and identifying an important innovation objective for your own 

organisation. 

Step 3 – The session then moves to the development and execution of a solution. Coming up with 

ideas is not that hard but executing outcomes is where most fail. The real benefits around this 

activity will start post the workshop and in bringing others into the frame.  

Step 4 - Importantly this workshop wants you to reflect on the innovation process and what you 

have learnt. But the real key to the day is illustrating how you can embed innovation as a habit back 

in the organisation rather than a one-off. 

Step 5 - The one-day workshop closes with an analysis and discussion of how you can now take 

innovation to new levels and use it to turn your own business into a high performing organisation. 

 

Anton will use the “Double Diamond Approach” which focuses on customers and filling jobs they 

want done and in doing so he will help you explore creative and innovative ways to solve challenging 

innovation problems. 

 

When:  22nd August 2022 
Where:  Mingara Recreational Club – Tasman Room 
  12-14 Mingara Drive, Tumbi Umbi NSW 
Time:  9.00 am to 4.00 pm 
 
Morning tea and lunch will be provided.  
 
 
 

 

 

About Anton Kriz  

Anton thrives on wicked innovation and trying to resolve complex ecosystem games. His own 

proven set of innovation tools and methods are central to his pursuit of building transformative 

and lasting client solutions. Anton is loving seeing the next generation of Australian small 

business leaders lifting their thinking, behaviours and outcomes. His extensive expertise on 

innovation and doing business in Asia (Churchill Fellow, China Fellow & PhD on Chinese business 

relationships) sees him currently training high level executives across Australia and around the 

globe. Anton has been a CEO and highly successful management consultant and is an Associate 

Professor at the Australian National University.   

Register Here 

 

This workshop is free! 

https://www.stickytickets.com.au/1a48h
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